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Human race is the most unique species ever existed, we lived for a very long time to witness a lot of 

things, We made great things on god technological advance , We thought that we are the only species 

on the whole universe but we were wrong. NASA after many years of research they tell us that we are 

not alone in this universe, saying that there are more then one planet with life, and as many generation 

pass away so as the technology with it, Medical become much better we finally found cure for the 

cancar, we made the world much safer place at least thats what we thought, it made us clear that we 

are not the only species who had much more advanced technology. After a while we detect a signal in 

our radar telling us that there is a space ship slowly closing to  the moon. We prepared the first space 

ship to the moon and took off. We stood in contact with our 2 astronauts, when we got informed that 

the unknown spaceship has landed. Our astronauts step off the space ship and go outside into the moon 

to get in the space ship which they belive it looked nothing like a battle ship, more like a one man pilot. 

When they got in they were amused of the technology they had, its described as pure tech like 

something that there never seen before. What they saw inside was one creature,Half human and half 

alien form, it was out of consciousness, so the astronauts took in into there space ship and took of to 

earth. US and citizens couldent wait to see the Alien for the first time in there lifes. Everyone was 

cheering while others prepared for interrogation on the creature, to know the truth why is he here, 

whats its purpose. For some people the creature was just a piece of meat but for others it was a 

creature no eyes have seen before and that what made that specie special, and it had a language never 

spoken before, it took them 2 months to understand and learn its language after we discovered how 

they speak, it decided to start talking and telling them that there species are no threat to earth, that 

they are peaceful but he keeps talking about a species known zartan. They are really dangerous what 

the do is there are like cocorouches they find a planet, they invade and take all resources, they have 

powerful weapons and have a strong army, which is impossible to defeat. The only key to destroying 

them acording to the creature is the bomb in spaceship located in the moon where they founded the 

alien, it says that Zartan and his army destroyed his planet and killd all his people, and he escaped 

through the black hole trying to warn other planets, he says that Zartan is coming to earth because of 

the creature cause only he knows the end of Zartan and he will do whats necessary to eliminate any 

threat of him and his army. Little thing that they know the war between Aliens and human is still the 

same as humans vs humans, some country’s  wanted to get there hands on that ship, for to do research 

on them and make powerfull weapons out of it, for scientist it was to know how to travel in speed of 

light. 


